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When Dr Christopher Warren hit the
‘green ceiling’, trying to reduce the
environmental footprint of Crystal
Creek Meadows, the boutique cottage
accommodation he operated with his
wife, Sophie in Kangaroo Valley, NSW,
he realised he needed to enlist the
help of his guests.

Christopher developed My Green Butler
– the world’s first sustainability
technology to persuade guests, staff and
managers to reduce carbon emissions
and waste. The integrated smart system
monitors the weather and provides
eco-friendly ways to warm or cool the
cottages for a more comfortable stay.

“Behind the scenes, we’d done everything
we could to reduce our environmental
impact. Asking guests to actively reduce
their consumption seems contradictory
to the concept of ‘luxury’, but it’s
absolutely possible to deliver a better
visitor experience through improving the
sustainability of the experience,”
explains Chris.

“By efficiently regulating room
temperature and airflow to suit
individual guests’ preferences, they
enjoy a better night’s sleep: that’s
the essential ingredient in any
accommodation business.”
My Green Butler monitors energy and
water usage and calculates guests’

"Asking guests to
actively reduce their
consumption seems
contradictory to the
concept of ‘luxury’, but
it’s absolutely possible
to deliver a better
visitor experience
through improving
the sustainability of
the experience,"

"Many Australian
tourism operators
are not yet confident
to involve guests in
their operational
environmental
management but,
internationally,
sustainability is at
the cutting edge of
the tourism industry
and, increasingly,
international visitors
expect operators to
be visibly accountable
for their emissions
and waste."
carbon footprint in real time. Guests get
feedback and monitor their progress on
their phone, on paper and the in-room tv.

calculated and donated to local
environmental causes, with guests
able to supplement donations.”

“My Green Butler also curates itineraries
tailored to the weather, suggesting local
sustainable providores and drawing out
remarkable and different experiences
characteristic of the area, eschewing ‘fast
food’ tourism for uncovering hidden gems
that sometimes even locals
don’t appreciate.”

Christopher is a passionate advocate
for tourism as an important economic
resource for rural communities and
a force for good, regenerating both
communities and nature. He has held
office with various Australian tourism
bodies and sits on the Steering
Committee of the UNEP One Planet
initiative, which is developing global
strategies to reduce food waste in
hospitality by 50 per cent by 2030.

“Critically, the technology is designed
to make guests happier, which leads to
better reviews, increased demand
and revenue.”
“It’s a win on all levels: our business’s
carbon footprint is dramatically reduced
from 10.68 kg per guest per night to 4.35
kg; our operating costs are down, which
enables us to offer a more generous
experience in terms of quality and
inclusions. Guests have a more enjoyable
stay and take away knowledge they
can apply in their lives back home. And
finally, the fiscal savings from reducing
energy and water consumption are

“The hospitality industry is a major
contributor to global carbon emissions
and operators generally have little control
over waste minimisation or energy
consumption – which are huge costs.
Hotels use 300 per cent more energy
than an equivalent office building. So it’s
imperative we get guests involved
and on board.”
My Green Butler has been successfully
introduced into several pilot sites around
the world, including Disneyland, Paris

and is now available globally for use by
tourism operators who want to reduce
their carbon footprint and provide
a better guest experience.
“I get quite emotional when I think
about how guests – people I don’t know
personally – have chosen to help me
reduce our environmental impact. Time
and again, we’ve seen that guests
and staff will do their best if they
have the knowledge to help them.
And our guests’ reviews speak to their
delight in doing it.”
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